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Part -A Grammar 

Marks-60 

1. Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. You may 

need to change the forms of some words. You may need 

to use one word more than once:          0.5×10=5 
into  operate to  importance on an inform of invention by 

Computer is (a)____ ultra - modern electronic device for 

storing and analyzing (b)___fed (c)___it. It has no 

capacity to do anything  (d) ___ itself. It works (e) ___ 

the basis of commands given by the (f)___ . The (g)___ 

of computer has a long history. It was not invented 

overnight. It took long time and hard labour to invent 

computer. A computer consists (h)___five major 

components . Computer is of great (i)___ to us. It renders 

great service (j) ___ mankind.  

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable words:              0.5×10=5 

Truthfulness means the (a)___ of speaking (b)___ truth. 

Truthfulness is (c)___ of the greatest virtues in man's life. 

The true (d) ___ and prosperity of man entirely depends 

(e)__ it. It ennobles one's character (f) ___ gives one a 

high position in society. It may not make one rich (g) ___ 

brings peace of mind. All religions teach us to be (h __.  

By dint (i) ___ truthfulness all can shine in life. It may 

lead the (j) ___ world to peace and prosperity. 

3. Make six sentences using parts of sentences form each 

column of the table below.        1×6=6 

Early rising  has good for health. 

This certainly  rise both the body and the 

mind of a person. 

The man who enables a man to begin his day's 

work early. 

The morning air and early to 

rise 

makes a man healthy, 

wealthy. 

This habit refreshes early finds time to take 

exercise. 

Early to bed to be a long lasting effect in 

man's life. 

4. Complete the following text right forms of verbs given in 

the box:                    1×10=10 
give realize provide help be destroy do think cause face 

Trees (a)__ useful to man in three very important ways. 

They (b) __ him with wood and other products, they (c)___ 

him shade and they (d)___ to prevent drought and floods. 

Unfortunately, in many parts of the world man has (e)___ 

that the third of these services is the most important. People 

are (f) __ harm to trees in many ways. They are (g)___ 

forests. They hardly (h)___ that present world is (i)__ many 

environment problems of deforestation (j)___ by humans. 

We need massive aforestation to save the earth. 

5. Chang the sentences according to directions:     1×10=10     

a) Waterlogging is one of the worst problems of Dhaka 

city. (positive). 

b) People suffer a lot from waterlogging. (interrogative) 

c) Aren't the city dwellers the worst victim? (Assertive) 



d) Government has taken some measures to solve this 

problem. (Passive) 

e) The problem must be addressed properly. (Active) 

f) What a miserable life we lead in the rainy season! 

(Assertive) 

g) We cannot but go with this problem. (Affirmative) 

h) No  other phenomenon is as intolerable as this 

problem. (Superlative) 

i) The slum people live unhappy life (negative) 

j) Nothing is as bad as this problem. (Comparative) 

6. Complete the text adding suffixes, prefixes or the both 

with the root words given in the parenthesis.    0.5×14=7 

A man who is honest is (a)___ (respect)___ by 

everywhere. He is always getting (b) ___ (admire) ___ 

from others. On the contrary. An (c)___ (honest) ____ 

man is (d) ___ (hate) ___ by all. Honesty is opposite to 

(e) ___ (honest) ___. An honest man is not (f) ___ 

(harm)___ to anybody. He never does (g) ___ (just)___ 

to others. When he does anything (h) __ (moral) ___, the 

feels (i) __ (comfortable)___ . He never tells a lie. He is 

always (j) ___ (response) ___ to his duty. We should 

follow the path of (k)___ (honest) ___ and leave the path 

of (l) ___ (honesty)___. In that case, you will be (m) __ 

(love)___ by all and will be able to reach the path of (n) 

___ (prosper). 

7. Make tag questions of these following statements: 1×7=7 

a) What a brilliant result you have made, _____? 

b) Fire burns, ______? 

c) We love hardly a dishonest man, ______? 

d) All men joined the party,_____? 

e) Everything was okay , _____? 

f) Let the girl sing a song, _______? 

g) I think she has no interest in it,_____? 

8. Use capitals and punctuation marks where necessary in 

the following text:          0.5×20=10 

do you know why you are sent school for playing with 

friends father no you are sent to school to read and write 

but i wont read and write replied the boy yes you will 

said father  

 

Part -B Composition 

Marks-40 

9. Suppose, you are Abdul Kadir. You have completed your 

graduation degree. Now write a CV for an Assistant 

teacher of a Dhakhil Madrasha. Your CV Should not 

exceed one page.      15 

10. Suppose you are Sazzad Hossain /Parveen. You are 

student of Charkumaria Islamia fazil Madrasha, 

Shariatpur. You need a seat in the Madrasha hostel. Now, 

write an application to the super indent for a seat in the 

hostel.        10 

11. Write a paragraph on "Visit to a book fair".   15 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  


